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 Child Who Sits in the Sun dyed 100 eggs on Easter Sunday. Our children are no 
longer egg hunters, but Indian women are hard to break of their old habits. However, I 
noticed that she didn't use the dye for war paint afterwards, or eat the raw eggs that were 
cracked in the cartons, so I suppose some progress has been made over the years. 
 Once we had a big celebration every holiday. I remember one Easter when I 
bought pullet eggs from a chicken farm across the river for a dollar for four dozen. One 
of the older boys claims he told his younger brothers that Daddy had found the Easter 
turtle's laying grounds. Those eggs were so small, Child Who Sits in the Sun was weeks 
clearing them out of the hiding places around the house. In case you've never found on 
over-ripe Easter egg left over from the season, be careful that you don't get so 
enthusiastic hiding eggs that later on you'll need a fumigator to air out your house. 
 Even further back than the pullet eggs, we had problems on Easter. When we 
lived at the ranch, Child Who Sits in the Sun looked after the chickens. Her hens were as 
wild and unpredictable as she was. They'd make nests way out in the pasture. In the 
spring, she was just as apt to rob a crow or a wild turkey's nest as she was to gather the 
chicken eggs. We never knew what we'd be eating for breakfast. For awhile I tried to 
tame her, but I learned that it was easier to take a chance on a batch of scrambled hoot 
owl eggs than it was to reopen the Indian wars. 
 I'm pretty sure the food we ate had an effect on the family. My mother still has 
chickens on their ranch. In times of over abundance, she gives us a dozen or more a week. 
After a month or so of eating them for breakfast, I get up feeling different in the mornings. 
My voice box keeps filling with air and I want to stretch way high up on my toes. 
Yesterday, I noticed that extra blood was rising up above my neckline and coloring my 
hide a bright red. 
 I'm unsure but I believe that the extra strength of fresh yard eggs may be too 
potent for a man of my age. Now don't go off saying that I've been crowning in the 
morning like a rooster. I know how herders' imagination can run to wide limits. 
Nevertheless, I normally am real slow waking up in the morning. All this spring, I've 
been leaping out of bed before dawn. 
 Child Who Sits in the Sun had plans for the colored eggs. She took them down to 
church on Easter morning as a surprise for the children. She always has had a soft spot 
for the young, even if they weren't her own. I hope that buying so many eggs doesn't 
become a custom. The chicken farm is out of business and my mother's hens will never 
fill that big an order.       


